LITESOUNDS QUICK INSTALL GUIDE

Please call us with any questions to make your installation easier at 1-877-709-3846 or go to our website: www.litesounds.com

KIT INCLUDES:
- LIGHTED SPEAKERS • LANDSCAPE LIGHTS • PORTABLE WIRELESS FM TRANSMITTER [UP TO 100FT.] • WEATHERPROOF AUDIO RECEIVER WITH AUTO ON/OFF PHOTOCELL
- 50 FT. OF AUDIO CABLE • 50 FT. LOW VOLTAGE LIGHTING CABLE • 12 PIECE CABLE CLIPS • RF REMOTE CONTROL (OPTIONAL) • RCA CABLE • 2 PHILLIP HEAD SCREWS WITH ANCHORS

LITESOUNDS
Light you can hear. Sound you can see.

RF REMOTE CONTROL (OPTIONAL)
PORTABLE WIRELESS FM TRANSMITTER
WEATHERPROOF RECEIVER WITH AUTOMATIC ON/OFF PHOTOCELL
RCA CORD
12 PIECE CABLE CLIPS
SPEAKER LIGHTS & LANDSCAPE LIGHTS
2 PHILLIP HEAD SCREWS WITH ANCHORS
12 CONNECTOR CLIPS
TO CHANGE A LIGHT BULB
UNSCREW THE 3 SCREWS
FROM UNDERNEATH THE
LAMP AND OPEN.

INSTALLING BATTERIES
1. Remove the battery compartment cover on the back of the remote control.
2. Check the battery polarity carefully and install the battery as shown.
3. Replace the battery compartment cover.
4. Use only No.27A replacement battery.

OPERATING THE REMOTE
This wireless remote device controls the volume of the LiteSounds LS2400-XP wireless receiver. There are four level settings. Press and hold the “Arrow Up” key to increase sound volume. The LED should light while the keys are being used. Press and hold the “Arrow Down” key to decrease sound volume. The system will mute at the lowest setting.

TO CHANGE A LIGHT BULB
UNSCREW THE 3 SCREWS
FROM UNDERNEATH THE
LAMP AND OPEN.

Questions on Installation 1- 877-709-3846
website: www.litesounds.com

Fine Tuning is the most important aspect of setting up the Litesounds® system. See Install Guide for Assistance.

When finished listening to the Litesounds® system volume your system down.

Enjoy The Litesounds® Experience.
Thank you for your purchase of a Litesounds® System!
The Connector clips can be opened by progressively squeezing the locking pins together (one at a time) and then inserting a screw driver in the opening created.

The Litesounds® fixtures are connected to the main Cable assemblies using color coded pierce-point Connectors.

Inside the Connector are small, Aluminum Stabs which pierce the wire insulation in order to make a proper electrical Connection.

Make sure the wire is aligned so the Aluminum Stabs pierce the center of the wires, and not the outside edges.

After Connector Clip is open place Cable on Aluminum Stabs press firmly. Place lid back on Connector Clip to close.
Position Litesounds® Speaker Lights and Landscape Lights.

Connect Lights with Black Connector Clips and Black Cables.

Connect Speaker Lights with Green Connector Clips and Green Audio Cable.

All Cable is UL Rated for above and below ground.
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OUTDOORS
RECEIVING YOUR SIGNAL

Place & Plug Receiver directly into a proper working outlet.
Do not use an Extension Cord.
Must be at least 1 foot from ground.

Connect Cables to Receiver.
Note: Green Cable with White Line goes on Positive Speaker Post.
Layout area and Run Cable.

Set Zone on Receiver to either A, B or C. Same as Transmitter.
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Install batteries in bottom of Transmitter. (Batteries Not Included requires 4 AA Batteries)

Plug Transmitter into wall outlet.
Plug in RCA Cables in back of Transmitter.
Set Zone on to Transmitter either A, B or C

Plug in Transmitter to any Audio Source: MP3, TV, DVD, STERERO, PC.
LITESOUNDS® QUICK INSTALL GUIDE

FCC ID:
THIS DEVICE COMPLIES WITH FCC RULES. OPERATION IS SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
THIS DEVICE MUST ACCEPT ANY INTERFERENCE RECEIVED, INCLUDING INTERFERENCE THAT MAY CAUSE
UNDESIRED OPERATION. THE LITESOUNDS® RECEIVER INCORPORATES AN FM TRANSMITTER AND IS
THEREFORE CLASSIFIED AS AN INTENTIONAL TRANSMITTER.

LIFESTYLE ENTERTAINMENT GROUP
979 K. AVENUE PICO #309
SAN CLEMENTE, CALIFORNIA 92637
U.S.A.
CUSTOMER SERVICE: [1] 877-709-3846
WWW.LITESOUNDS.COM
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